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Abstract

The microscopic image of a specimen in the absence of

staining appears colorless and textureless. Therefore, mi-

croscopic inspection of tissue requires chemical staining to

create contrast. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) is the most

widely used chemical staining technique in histopathology.

However, such staining creates obstacles for automated im-

age analysis systems. Due to different chemical formula-

tions, different scanners, section thickness, and lab proto-

cols, similar tissues can greatly differ in appearance. This

huge variability is one of the main challenges in design-

ing robust and resilient automated image analysis systems.

Moreover, staining process is time consuming and its chem-

ical effects deform structures of specimens.

In this work, we develop a method to virtually stain

unstained specimens. Our method utilizes dimension re-

duction and conditional adversarial generative networks

(cGANs) which build highly non-linear mappings between

input and output images. Conditional GANs ability to han-

dle very complex functions and high dimensional data en-

ables transforming unstained hyperspectral tissue image to

their H&E equivalent which comprises highly diversified

appearance. In the long term, such virtual digital H&E

staining could automate some of the tasks in the diagnos-

tic pathology workflow which could be used to speed up

the sample processing time, reduce costs, prevent adverse

effects of chemical stains on tissue specimens, reduce ob-

server variability, and increase objectivity in disease diag-

nosis.

1. Introduction

The examination of patient derived histological samples

for pathological findings requires specialist expertise. How-

ever, a standard pathology laboratory may handle tens of

samples daily which stands for the need of computer as-

sisted image analysis and novel imaging technologies to

Figure 1. Hematoxylin and Eosin stained lung tissue section

where cell nuclei are typically stained dark blue and cytoplasm

pale blue/pink. (Right) Zoomed out version of the left image

shows a metastatic foci where nuclear mass is typically higher giv-

ing the region a darker appearance, well distinguishable from non-

transformed lung tissue. The same tissue section was also imaged

using hyperspectral camera prior to staining (Figure 3).

help in prediagnosis. Routine sample processing includes

fixation of a tissue sample and histological staining with

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to visualize tissue structures.

However, appearance variability of H&E stained sections

creates major challenges in histopathology image analysis.

These variations are due to variability among people, dif-

ferences in protocols between labs, fixation, specimen ori-

entation in the block, human skills in tissue preparation,

microscopy maintenance, and color variation due to differ-

ences in staining procedures [1, 2]. Still, pathologists pre-

fer H&E staining in the evaluation of many types of spec-

imens to highlight or identify features that would provide

important diagnostic information as they have been trained

on similar cases and they understand these variations well.

To limit the burden of time consuming sample processing

and to aid in prediagnostics imaging of plain unstained tis-

sue samples by capturing its intrinsic spectral information

has proved promising [3, 4, 5]. Due to chemical effects

of staining, transforming tissue undergoes changes in struc-

ture, molecular composition and quantities which reflect to
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changes in light scattering and absorption. Modern hyper-

spectral cameras are able to sample the spectral information

in nm accuracy while simultaneously capturing 2D image of

a specimen. Combining the spectral information with proof

of concept virtual H&E staining for verification is crucial

for accurate diagnosis but in future hyperspectral imaging

could even be used as a sole method for some diseases.

In this work, we develop a method to perform digital

H&E staining on unstained hyperspectral microscopy im-

age data, on a proof of concept level. The benefit of virtual

H&E staining in pathology would be following: i) avoiding

time consuming sample processing, ii) getting rid of chem-

ical effects on sample tissues, iii) cost savings, iv) elim-

inating visual variations due to different lab protocols, v)

reduce observer variability, and vi) increase objectivity in

disease diagnosis. Our method utilizes dimension reduction

and conditional generative adversarial networks (cGANs)

which build highly non-linear mappings between input and

output images. Conditional GANs ability to handle very

complex functions and high dimensional data enables trans-

forming unstained hyperspectral tissue image to their H&E

equivalent which comprises highly diversified appearance.

2. Previous Work

Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) is found to be beneficial in

histopathology image analysis in several different studies

[6]. Irshad et al. [7] used multispectral imaging for au-

tomated mitosis detection for breast cancer in histopathol-

ogy images. They demonstrated the correlation between

spectral bands and staining characteristics of H&E. Zhou et

al. [8] propose a multispectral unsupervised feature learn-

ing model for tissue classification, based on convolutional

sparse coding and spatial pyramid matching. They showed

that exploiting multiple spectra is beneficial for classifica-

tion of histology sections which potentially contain diverse

phenotypic signatures. Goto et al. [5] utilized hyperspectral

imaging for differentiating gastric tumors from normal mu-

cosa to establish a diagnostic algorithm. Kopriva et al. [9]

employed blind-source separation to segment multispectral

microscopic images of unstained specimens of human car-

cinoma. The main motivation in their work is to get rid of

time consuming staining procedure. They nonlinearly map

multichannel images into an image with an increased num-

ber of non-physical channels and a decreased correlation

between spectral profiles. This mapping enables the sep-

aration of tissue components which could also be seen as

a form of digital staining. Bautista and Yagi [10] present

an approach to convert an H&E stained multispectral im-

age to its Massons trichrome stained equivalent by enhance-

ment and linear transformation of spectral transmittance. It

has been showed that the spectral features of H&E stained

tissue structures could be used to improve the visualiza-

tion histopathology images. For detailed reviews on spec-

tral imaging technology in biomedical engineering, we refer

reader to the works of Li et al. [6] and Lu et al. [11].

In computational histopathology, previous attempts for

digital staining approach the problem by finding a transfor-

mation equation that maps images from one domain to an-

other domain usually in the least squares sense implemented

by matrix manipulation [12, 9]. Such approaches have lim-

itation to produce reliable results as the input images are

generally not standardized. Additionally, such mappings

are not capable of handling very complex functions and

high dimensional data to fully represent the relationship be-

tween source and target data.

To the best of authors knowledge, this is the first study

which attempts to transform unstained hyperspectral images

of tissues to their H&E stained equivalent. In this work we

develop a deep learning based method that performs virtual

H&E staining of lung tissue sections by conditional gener-

ative adversarial networks.

3. Virtual Staining

The components of our virtual H&E staining method is

represented in Figure 2.

Spectral Calibration

Hypercube

H&E Stained Lung Tissue
Color Image

Three Channel 
Color Image

Unstained Lung Tissue

Hyperspectral
Imaging

Hematoxylin and 
eosin staining

Visualization
Digital Scanning

Microscope

Denoising
(Spatial & Spectral)

Band Registration 
(Phase Correlation)

Dimension Reduction
(PCA Analysis)

Training, Validation, 
and Test Data Generation

Conditional Generative
Adversarial Network

Staining Network

Registration
(Reduced HSI and H&E pairs)

Figure 2. Flowchart of our virtual H&E staining procedure for hy-

perspectral microscopy data.
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3.1. Preprocessing Hyperspectral Data

3.1.1 Spectral Radiance Calibration

In hyperspectral imaging systems, the raw data is sensitive

to illumination and temperature. In order to calibrate raw

images, both dark current image and a reference image are

needed. Therefore, they are need to be taken just before

sample acquisition. There is a current in hyperspectral im-

age sensors even if the object under microscopy is not il-

luminated. This is called dark current and the hyperspec-

tral data captured in this state is called dark current image.

The reference image is captured to obtain the maximum re-

flectance in each wavelength which is performed with white

glass material. The following formula is used in order to ex-

tract the actual spectral response of a sample in a pixel by

pixel calibration fashion:

Icalλ,p =
Sλ,p −Dλ,p

Rλ,p −Dλ,p

∀λ and p (1)

where Icalλ,p is the calibrated reflectance at pixel location

p for wavelength λ. Sλ,p, Dλ,p, and Rλ,p are the sample,

dark, and reference image values at the corresponding loca-

tion and wavelength. Figure 3 shows a raw image after dark

current normalization, reference image, and calibrated im-

age at wavelength 500nm. Spectral calibration also corrects

the artifacts resulted from the white glass impurities.

Figure 3. Spectral radiance calibration. (Left to right) Raw hy-

perspectral image after dark current normalization, reference data,

and final calibrated data at wavelength 500nm.

3.1.2 Band Registration

Individual images in our hyperspectral cubes acquired by

RikolaDT0030 1 camera are unaligned due to the motion

of different sensors utilized for different bands of the light

spectrum. This could be seen in Figure 4. However, having

a proper band-by-band alignment is necessary for further

analyses, particularly for the principal component analysis.

Phase Correlation We approach this alignment problem

from image registration standpoint in the frequency domain.

We adopt a translation motion model and estimate it based

1http://senop.fi/en/optronics-hyperspectral

on the shift property of the Fourier Transform using phase

correlation. Given two images f and g related by a simple

translation (∆) and the corresponding Fourier Transforms

are denoted F (u) and G(u) (i.e. G(u) = e−2πiu·∆F (u)).
Then the normalized cross-power spectrum (phase correla-

tion) is

T (u) ≡ F ·G∗

|F | · |G| (u) = e2πiu·∆. (2)

Then the Inverse Fourier Transform of cross-power spec-

trum gives a single peak. The location of the peak corre-

sponds to the motion vectors between the two bands.
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Figure 4. A sample hypercube acquired using RikolaDT0030. An

obvious misalignment between wavelengths can be seen at the

middle (at around wavelength 650nm).

3.1.3 Denoising

In order to remove the noise and enhance the hyperspectral

information, we applied Gaussian filtering both in spectral

and spatial dimension. The three dimensional Gaussian fil-

ter is defined by :

g(x, y, λ) =
1

2π
√
2π σxσyσλ

exp
−( x2

2σ2
x
+ y2

2σ2
y
+ λ2

2σ2

λ

)
(3)
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Figure 5. Spectral smoothing.
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where σx, σy , and σλ are the standard deviations of the

Gaussian filter among column, row and wavelength dimen-

sions. Although Gaussian filtering smooths out details (i.e.

sharp edges) in spatial domain by taking the weighted aver-

age (convolution) of the intensity of the adjacent pixels, it

suppresses high frequency details like salt and pepper noise

and spectral noise (Figure 5). In our case, spectral noise is

higher than the spatial noise therefore, we applied bigger σ

along the spectral dimension.

3.1.4 Dimension Reduction: Principal Component

Analysis Transform

The principal component analysis (PCA) is mainly used to

reduce the dimension of hyperspectral images, which often

contain redundant information as their adjacent bands are

highly correlated. Therefore, most of the variance contained

in the hyperspectral image can be represented using only a

few principal components. While PCA removes the corre-

lation among bands it also helps reducing the noise. Nev-

ertheless, in our work flow we applied a denoising method

prior to PCA transform. Lower dimensional data also ben-

eficial for the computational complexity.

PCA examines the optimum linear combination of wave-

lengths to maximize the variation of pixel values in the

least-square sense. Consider a hyperspectral data with x

rows, y columns, and m bands. Organize the hypercube

into a D = m × n matrix where n represents all the pixels

of the image (n = x× y). A pixel vector can be defined as:

pi = [x1, x2, ..., xm]Ti , i = 1, 2, ...n. (4)

One way to compute PCA is summarized as follows:

• Subtract the mean from the data

µ =
1

n

n
∑

1

pi (5)

xi = pi − µ (6)

• Compute the covariance matrix

Cov =
1

n

n
∑

1

xix
T
i (7)

• Compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors using singular

value decomposition (SVD):

D = UΣUT (8)

where U = m × m is a orthonormal matrix and Σ
is the diagonal singular value matrix composed of the

eigenvalues λ1, λ2, ..., λm. The columns of U are the

eigenvectors of matrix D and they are called principal

components.

Projecting data onto new basis: Let the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors are organized in descending order (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
... ≥ λm) . The eigenvector (e1) that corresponds to the

largest eigenvalue (λ1) of the covariance matrix shows the

direction in the data with the highest variation. Similarly,

the eigenvector that corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue

contains the least variation in the hyperspectral image. The

original data can be projected onto the new basis as follows:

yi = UT pi. (9)

where pi is the original pixel vector (Equation 4) and yi is

the projected pixel vector. First few components of the pro-

jected data contains most of the variance of the data. There-

fore, dimension of a hyperspectral image can be reduced by

selecting first k, where k ≪ m, components of y without

loosing much information. The choice for selection of k is

usually based on the fraction of the energy (variation). In

this study, we select k = 2 as more than 95% of the sig-

nal variation is contained in the first two components. As a

result, our hypercubes can be presented with three compo-

nents: i) average image, ii) first principal component, and

iii) second principal component. This reduction enables us

to represent a hyperspectral image as a single three channel

color image (Figure 6).

3.2. Preparing Dataset for Training

Our staining network transforms unstained hyperspectral

images, which are reduced to a three channel color image

using PCA transform, to H&E stained like images. Dur-

ing the training phase, the network needs registered image

pairs of unstained and stained versions of the same tissue.

Following the hyperspectral imaging, lung tissue slides un-

dergo a staining procedure. Consequently, unstained hyper-

spectral imaging and microscopy imaging of H&E stained

sections are performed at different imaging systems, there-

fore, they are not registered. Their resolution, orientations,

and field of views are different (See Figure 1 and Figure

3). Moreover, chemical staining procedure slightly deforms

tissues (local shrinking or enlargement).

Registration of H&E stained images with PCA reduced

hyperspectral data: We model the geometric transforma-

tion between reduced HSI and H&E image as a perspec-

tive transformation and perform the registration using fidu-

cial points. Since images differ by elastic deformations, we

manually select corresponding points in these images (Fig-

ure 7). The problem is to find a mapping H (homography

matrix) to map pixel locations (q) in source image to loca-

tions (q′) in the destination image using homogeneous co-

ordinates:

q′ = Hq, λ
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Figure 6. Reduced hyperspectral image data. We used average image and the first two components of the PCA transformation to represent

a hypercube which leads to a three channel color image. For visualization purposes, principal components are shown in HSV colormap.

Figure 7. H&E stained images and HSI images differ in resolution, orientations, and field of view. Local elastic deformations are also

introduced in H&E images due to chemical staining. We manually select four fiducial points in both modalities to perform the registration.

(Left) H&E stained slide subsection with manually marked four (blue) points. (Middle) Reduced HSI of the same slide with manually

marked four (red) points. (Right) Registered image pairs (overlaid).

Matrix H can be computed using 4 points with a sim-

ple least squares scheme. If there are more than 4 points

with outliers, then the inliers are calculated using RANSAC

method and the homography matrix is then refined using

Levenberg-Marquardt method [13].

Both imaging modalities (HSI and bright field mi-

croscopy) produce large images reaching to size about

1000 × 1000 pixels; therefore, after the registration, we

cropped images into smaller patches to create training im-

age pairs. In this way, both computational complexity can

be reduced and a smaller neural network can be trained

which requires fewer training samples due to smaller num-

ber of parameters. Learning stage of our neural network is

not hampered because cells and other biological structures

are much smaller than our patch size (see Figure 9).

3.3. Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks

We learn a mapping from reduced HSI to H&E stained

image using conditional generative adversarial network

(cGAN) [14] which is an extension of generative adversarial

networks (GANs)[15].

GANs are introduced in 2014 by Goodfellow et al. [15]

to model the training image data distribution which is then

used to generate new image samples from the same distribu-

tion. They consist of two networks: generator (G) and dis-

criminator (D). The generative model G learns a mapping

from training data to generate new samples from some prior

distribution (random noise vector) by imitating the real data

distribution. On the other hand, the discriminator D tries

to classify images generated by G whether they came from

real training data (true distribution) or fake. These two net-

works are trained at the same time and updated as if they are

playing a game. That is, generator G tries to fool discrim-

inator D and in turn discriminator D adjust its parameters

to make better estimates to detect fake images generated by

G.

Conditional GANs are extensions of GANs where both

generator and discriminator are conditioned on additional

information. They are used to transform images from one

image domain to another image domain when the auxil-

iary information is image [14, 16] Adversarial learning in

cGANs is achieved by minimizing the following objective

cost function:

LcGAN (G,D) = Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)[logD(x, y)]

+ Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1−D(x,G(x))]

+ λEx,y∼pdata(x,y)(‖y −G(x)‖1),
(11)

where x is the input reduced HSI, y is the corresponding

H&E stained image, pdata(x) is the real image distribution
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in the training set, pdata(x, y) is the joint probability distri-

bution of input and output image pairs, and Ex,y∼pdata(x,y)

is the expectation of log likelihood of (x, y) (Figure 8).

Global L1 loss (last term in Equation 11) is proposed by

Isola et al.[14] to reduce blurring and generate sharper im-

ages. The λ component balances the adversarial loss and

global loss.

We follow Isola et al. [14] and utilize “U-Net” [17]

based architecture for the generator G which includes skip

connections between each layer i and layer n − i, where

n is the total number of layers. Similarly, we used con-

volutional “ImageGAN” classifier [18] for the discrimina-

tor network D. Both network architectures are composed

of layers of Convolution-BatchNorm-ReLu or Convolution-

BatchNorm-Dropout-ReLu modules. For details, we refer

reader to Isola et al. [14].

4. Experiments and Results

Lung tissue samples were obtained from PyMT (VB/N-

Tg(MMTV-PyMT)634Mul/J mouse stain which sponta-

neously develops breast carcinoma. The tumors progress

to metastasis in the lungs at relatively early stage of tu-

morigenesis. The lungs excised from euthanized animals

were snapfrozen in liquid nitrogen and sectioned in 10m

sections with cryomicrotome (Leica CM3050S ). The sec-

tions were immediately imaged with Rikola Hyperspectral

Imager ( Senop ltd.) capable for acquiring snapshots with

1010x1010 pixel resolution, each pixel covering 500-1000

nm spectral range. The camera was connected to Zeiss Up-

right microscope (AX10) and sample illuminated with halo-

gen lamp (voltage set to maximum). Objectives 10x (NA

0,3) or 20x (NA 0,5) were used. After acquiring HSI images

the sections were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in phos-

phate buffered saline and stained with Harris hematoxylin

and eosin followed by series of dehydration steps with in-

Generator G

Discriminator D

Real pairs 
Reduced HSI H&E

Real or generated? 

Discriminator D

Real pairs 

Reduced HSI H&E

Real or generated? 

Negative Samples

Positive Samples

Figure 8. Graphical overview of conditional GAN training.

Dataset\Method SSIM MSE

Test 0.3873 2.44E3
Validation 0.3844 2.47E3

Table 1. Averaged SSIM and MSE of our staining network

creasing concentrations of ethanol. The images from H&E

stained sections, corresponding the regions captured with

hyperspectral camera, were acquired with Leicas DFC320

color camera.

Our hyperspectral image cubes are composed of 133

bands. We reduce the dimension of our hypercubes to 3
via PCA transform. Finally, the input (reduced HSI) and

output (virtual H&E staining) of our staining network are

three channel images. The registered HSI and H&E im-

age pairs are divided into overlapping patches of 64 × 64
pixels with a stride of 16 pixels. As a result, we obtain

1418 training image pairs, 994 test image pairs, and 426

image pairs for validation. Dataset and codes are available

at http://www.ee.oulu.fi/∼ nyalcinb.

Generator and discriminator networks are trained from

scratch and weights are initialized from a Gaussian distri-

bution with 0 mean and 0.2 standard deviation. A dropout

rate of 0.5 is used in our experiments. We trained our stain-

ing network model for 100 epochs until discriminator loss

of validation rises and generator loss stabilizes. For opti-

mizing our networks we used mini batch stochastic gradi-

ent descent (SGD) with Adam solver and alternate one step

gradient between D and G. Experiments are performed on

Nvidia GTX 750 Ti GPU. Due to lack of computation power

we utilize a mini batch size of 20 images. Figure 11 shows

loss of the discriminator and generator networks. As gen-

erator loss decreases discriminator loss tends to rise to the

maximal ambiguity (0.5) which is a good indicator that they

challenge each other.

In Figure 9, we present qualitative results generated by

our staining network from the test set. The generated im-

ages are visually similar to real images but they also have

clear differences. Due to local deformations, which is

clearly seen in the test sample 4, synthesized images do not

fully overlap with ground truth, they follow the structure of

reduced HSI. Quantitative evaluation of generative models

is hard and a challenging problem [14]. We adopt the Struc-

tural Similarity (SSIM) index [19] to measure the similarity

between synthesized images by our staining network and

ground truth image (Table 1). SSIM between two images x

and y is defined as follows:

SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + C1)(2σxy + C2)

(µ2
x + µ2

y + C1)(σ2
x + σ2

y + C2)
(12)

where µ is the average image, σ is the standard deviation,

σxy is the cross covariance of images x and y, and C’s are

constants to avoid division by zero. SSIM values are in the
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Figure 9. Results of our staining network model. (First row) Input to the network (reduced HSI of lung tissue), (middle) ground truth,

(bottom) generated images using our staining network model.
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Figure 10. Discriminator and generator loss during training.

range of [−1, 1], where higher values indicate more struc-

tural similarity. The color version of SSIM utilize averag-

ing SSIMs for each channel. We also present mean squared

pixel-wise error (MSE) in Table 1. However, both quantita-

tive evaluation (SSIM, MSE) and subjective visual evalua-

tion does not answer if our system generates realistic stain-

ing or not. They are not fully correlated with human per-

ception. In our case, the golden standard could only be ob-

tained from pathologist views which we plan to do it as a

future work. However, this is usually subjective and time-

consuming. The golden standard would be more reliable

if the feedbacks from multiple pathology experts could be

combined.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In diagnostic pathology, tissue samples undergo a series

of processes. Tissue staining is one of the critical step in this

pipeline. It enables us to see tissues under light microscope

which are almost visible without stains. Hematoxylin and

eosin is the most widely used chemical staining technique

in histology. However, such staining creates obstacles for

automated image analysis systems. Due to different chem-

ical formulations, different scanners, section thickness, and

lab protocols, similar tissues can greatly differ in appear-

ance. This huge variability is one of the main challenges

in designing robust and resilient automated image analysis

systems.

In this paper, we developed a system which uses condi-

tional generative adversarial networks to virtually stain un-

stained hyperspectral lung tissue histopathology images to

look like their H&E stained versions. Our trained staining

network model provides a transformation from hyperspec-

tral domain to H&E domain. Our results are promising for

producing H&E stained tissues virtually. However, it needs

to be validated by pathologists and the value for its clinical

use could only be evaluated afterwards. As a future work,

we plan to evaluate the results by collecting pathologists’

feedback. Feedbacks could simply be a similarity score

between generated and ground truth images. Considering

the subjective evaluation and variation among experts, we

plan to ask several pathologist for evaluation. Moreover, we

would like to explore the deterministic effects of our con-

dition set, network components, and loss function on the

output image. If it gets clinically accepted, virtual histol-

ogy staining would facilitate the workload of the diagnostic

pathology by eliminating the visual variabilities among tis-

sue samples to produce objective diagnosis, skipping man-
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Figure 11. (Left) Real H&E stained image. (Middle) Corresponding reduced HSI, input to the network. (Right) Synthesized image with

our staining network. Generated test patches are overlaid to visualize the final composition.

ual staining work, and consequently reducing the amount of

time for obtaining digital images. In addition, staining and

tissue preparation can be inconsistent within a sample. This

technique could potentially be used to detect areas where

the specimen has not been stained very well and so provide

an overall confidence indicator for the H& E staining based

on the HSI.
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